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Yes, you can do it! You can add brand-building value to your transactional emails 

without awakening the spam-filter beast. You just have to be smart about it. This 

guide will walk you through the steps needed to build a successful strategy for 

adding promotional content to your transactional emails. 

WHY YOU SHOULD MIX YOUR MESSAGES

The transactional email is a big win-win for everybody with a stake in your email 

game. Your customers welcome them because they deliver relevant and per-

sonalized information that relates to something they’ve done on your website. 

Whether they opened an account, bought or downloaded something, paid a bill 

or bought something in a store and requested an email receipt, transactional 

emails close the loop by confirming the transaction happened and providing a 

virtual paper trail. 

On the company side, the transactional email gives you entrée to your customers’ 

inboxes — and, perhaps, to their inner circle of trusted brands — without having 

to ask for permission first. You aren’t merely selling or upselling; you’re giving 

your customers a low-barrier way to investigate further.

Every transactional message is a brand opportunity. Adding carefully chosen 

promotional messages to transactional emails is good marketing strategy.

Your content stands a better chance of being seen because transactional emails 

have higher open and click rates than general broadcast emails. Also, you can 

capitalize on the trust and good feelings a transactional message can generate 

and forge a stronger relationship with your customer. Because transactional mes-

sages — and well-placed promotional content within — are sent to people who 

have converted, you’re providing value to someone who’s already a fan. Every 

transactional message is an opportunity to nurture that relationship.

BE STRATEGIC WHEN ADDING PROMOTIONAL CONTENT

Did you notice the caveat a couple of paragraphs back?

“Carefully chosen promotional messages” means you don’t just drop in a boil-

erplate offer or your deal of the week. Instead, match promotional content that 

advances your marketing goal to the transaction, such as a cross-promotion for a 

complementary purchase.

Why the caution? For one thing, many anti-spam laws around the world, includ-

ing the United States and Canada, allow you to add some promotional content 

to a transactional message but are adamant about keeping the focus on the 

 transaction. Equally important: Irrelevant or obtrusive promotional messages 

can obscure the all-important transactional message, annoy your customers and 

damage the relationship.
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Your goal isn’t just to add promotional content for the sake 

of getting another message in front of more motivated 

people. Instead, your transactional strategy should include 

a plan to transition new customers into your regular promo-

tional email program.

FOLLOW THE 80/20 RULE

Stop! Before you rip apart and redesign your transactional 

email templates, remember these guidelines:

The transaction must be the focus of the email, 

beginning in the inbox where you should specify the 

transaction in the subject line.

Transactional content must be prominent inside  

the email. Always position it at the top of the 

 message body.

At least 80% of the message content should be about 

the transaction itself, with no more than 20% promo-

tional content. Example: Four copy blocks of equal 

length relate to the transaction, and one copy block 

of comparable size includes a promotional message1.

1

2

3

1 The 80/20 rule isn’t codified in any FTC laws; it’s tribal lore, or an agreed-upon best practice that helps message content and copy adhere to the FTC’s definition of “primary purpose.” If the primary purpose of the message is transactional, 
it isn’t subject to quite the same CAN-SPAM requirements and is treated differently. If your transactional emails contain too much promotional content, including copy and images, then they cease to be transactional and will be treated very 
differently. Err on the side of caution with promotional copy in your transactional emails: Less is definitely more. 
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IS IT PROMOTIONAL OR TRANSACTIONAL?

Some marketers assume that any content relating to the deal is automatically transactional, but in order to 

avoid any problems with deliverability or spam complaints, you should play it safe rather than push the  

boundaries of what your recipients find acceptable.

Consider the standard purchase-confirmation email. The five items below are clearly transactional in a 

purchase-confirmation email:

1. Details of the transaction (items, price per item, quantity, product photos)

2. Transaction date

3. Payment method

4. Shipping method/tracking number

5. Links to customer service customer account 

The next five items are tangential to the transaction, meaning they aren’t necessary in order to 

 complete it. Thus, they’re promotional but still relevant in a transactional email:

• Cross-sell or up-sell suggestions

• Invitation to join your email or loyalty program

• Incentive applied to the next purchase

• Request to provide product or email preferences

• Invitation to join you on social media

Transactional

Promotional2

2 If you market to Canadian customers from a business outside Canada, consider running your transactional emails past an attorney well versed in CASL (Canada’s 
Anti-Spam Laws) to make sure your promotional content doesn’t violate the law. CASL applies to anyone emailing a Canadian address or even sending email to 
other countries via Canadian servers.
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When you’re looking for opportunities to add promotional content to a 

transactional message, think long-term. All of the message types below are 

considered transactional under the U.S. CAN-SPAM law. Each one has a  

small window for promotional content as well (but adhere strictly to the 

80/20 rule):

• Warranty, recall, safety, or security notifications about a purchased product  
or service

• Changes in account, subscription or membership terms or features 

• Account balances, subscription or membership status/renewal or payment 
reminders/confirmations

• Information about an employment relationship or employee benefits

• Delivery of goods or services from a previous transaction.

WHEN ONCE ISN’T ENOUGH

Transactions usually aren’t a one-and-done deal. Buying something gives you 

opportunities for multiple transactional emails, each with its own promotional bits:

• Transaction confirmation

• Shipping notice or download instructions

• Customer service inquiry (different than a product- or service-review request)

• Shipping update

• Warranty or recall notification

• Product updates

GOT ABANDONMENT ISSUES?

Whether it’s a loaded shopping cart that somebody left in your virtual aisle or a 

process that a prospect began (say, opening a new account or downloading soft-

ware) but didn’t finish, these are ideal opportunities for transactional emails that 

also include promotional content.

Consider the possibilities that an abandoned-process email offers:

• Email #1: Remind customers that they left items in a cart or began a process 
but didn’t finish. Add customer-service link, email address and/or phone 
number in case of problems or FAQ/ trouble-shooting information for down-
loads. Specify what’s in the cart, which download didn’t complete, etc. Send 
ASAP after the transaction breaks off.

• Email #2: Same as the first email but mention how long you will retain items 
in the cart. Promotional opportunity: Email opt-in invitation, single cross-sell-
ing message. Send within 1–2 days after the first email.

• Email #3: Final reminder with customer service contacts and troubleshoot-
ing information plus invitations to connect and cross-selling suggestion. 
Optional: Incentive to complete the transaction. Send within 3–4 days after 
the first email.

• Ongoing email: Here’s where you get to use what did, or didn’t happen, in 
the shopping cart — your ongoing messages should build on the interest 
displayed within the cart and either round out that product set or reinforce 
the history. 
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Caveats: You will need to collect an email address to match against the shopping 

cart or web session, or have other means of identifying customers who break off 

transactions in order to send these messages. Test different styles of transactional 

content and promotional messaging as well as post-transaction timing to find 

which gets the most positive responses.

Finally, marketers are divided over incentives (price discount, free shipping, etc.). 

Testing can show you whether this motivates more cart completions or trains 

customers to wait for the incentive before buying.

TRANSITIONING FROM TRANSACTIONAL  
TO PROMOTIONAL MESSAGING

Because CAN-SPAM allows marketers to email customers until they opt out, many 

will simply drop customers into their regular promotional streams, even those 

who don’t actively opt in. This is a risky practice because you don’t know that the 

customer wants to be included in these kinds of mailings. Proceed with caution. 

A best practice is to ask customers on their confirmation pages, via unchecked 

boxes, if they want to be included in future promotional emails or through an 

email confirmation that’s strictly opt-in.

Promotional content in a transactional message can encourage your new custom-

ers to become regular opt-in subscribers. Adding an opt-in invitation everywhere 

your customer sees you — on a product page, as part of the account-creation 

process, on a download page or in a lead-generation form — puts you ahead of 

the game.

For customers who remain outside the fold after the transaction, use your promo-

tional messaging to show them why they should join up. Don’t just post a simple 

checkbox and terse “click here to receive email notifications” statement. Instead, 

list the benefits they’ll receive and the kinds of messages you send. Add links to 

your privacy policy and current email sample to build trust.

Once your customers opt in to receive promotional email, you can begin to 

 transition them from straight transactional emails to promotional messages  

that still relate to the purchase, download, etc. These include triggered or 

 segmented email messaging, such as product review requests, FAQs for new 

users and related product announcements, as well as your general broadcast 

email messages.

DELIVER YOURSELF FROM DELIVERABILITY FEARS

Many companies still send stripped-down text-format emails that contain  nothing 

more than the transactional message itself. Why don’t more brands upgrade 

to higher-value messaging? Sometimes technology is the limiting factor. In 

other cases, companies are so concerned about getting transactional messages 

 delivered that they strip out anything but the most basic message.

At many companies, transactional emails go out from a separate messaging 

system. It’s either incapable of incorporating the kind of automated messaging 

that lets you match up specific kinds of promotional and transactional messages 

or set up not to allow it.

Deliverability concerns drive many of those decisions, especially the worry  

that emails with HTML or other non-text formatting, interchangeable content 

 modules and promotional language could trigger spam traps and ISP blocks. 

That’s a holdover from the days when ISPs and email servers attempted to 

 counteract the rising tide of spam and malevolent emails with content filters  

and scoring systems.
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Anti-spam tactics and strategies have evolved since then as ISPs, commercial 

email senders and other stakeholders worked to find more effective ways to 

block real spam without hindering legitimate email. Today, factors such as sender 

 reputation and IP address are much more likely to determine whether your emails 

get delivered to the inbox, routed to the junk folder or blocked outright.

Work closely with your IT colleagues or database managers on these  

back-end issues:

Make sure your email headers are formatted correctly.

Monitor your promotional and transactional IP addresses, and check their 

sender reputations. 

Set up and maintain ongoing block list monitoring to prevent non-delivery 

events or quickly resolve them if they happen.

Track delivery records for your transactional messages. If you are seeing 

major failures, look for and resolve formatting or reputation problems.

Tighten up your email acquisition practices and list hygiene routines. High 

rates of spam complaints and undeliverable addresses will damage your 

sender reputation and, consequently, your ability to deliver into the inbox.

1
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ABOUT SPARKPOST

SparkPost is the cloud solution from the world’s number one email infrastructure provider, whose customers—including  

Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Groupon, Salesforce, Marketo, Pinterest, Zillow and Comcast—send over 3 trillion messages a year,  

over 25% of the world’s legitimate email. Our service outperforms every other cloud or on-premises alternative, and these  

companies choose us to provide the deliverability, speed and insight they need to drive customer engagement for their business.

Start Growing Your Customer Engagement Today!  
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